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The combination of DNA–origami and synthetic polymers paves the
way to a new class of structurally precise biohybrid nanomaterials
for diverse applications. Herein, we introduce the grafting to
method with high conversions (70–90%) under ambient conditions
to generate DNA–polymer conjugates, which can hybridized precisely to DNA–origami architectures. We generated homo and
block copolymers from three different polymer families (acrylates,
methacrylates and acrylamides), coupled them to single stranded
DNA (ssDNA) and pattern different DNA–origami architectures to
demonstrate the formation of precise surface nanopatterns.

In recent years, DNA–polymer hybrid materials have received
increasing interest as biosensors1 or drug delivery systems.2
Due to the high versatility of the synthetic polymer component,
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a wide range of properties, particularly those that promote
dynamic and responsive behaviour (i.e. pH, temperature), have
been combined with the unique programmability offered by
DNA nanotechnology.3 DNA–polymer nanostructures have been
realized and structure formations has been studied. One of the
most elaborate example exploits the polyanionic character of
DNA with hydrophobic polymers to create amphiphilic conjugates that assemble into micelles.4 Amphiphilic micelles have
been made thermo-responsive by conjugation of the
temperature-responsive polymer poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
(P(NIPAM)) and thus conferring its lower critical solution
temperature (LCST) behaviour onto the eventual micelles.5
These studies have since been expanded to include multiresponsiveness, not only from polymers, but also from oligonucleotides, such as the pH induced interconversion of ‘‘i-motif’’
structures.6 In combination with the bioactivity of DNA–aptamer
nanostructures, advanced drug delivery systems based on DNA–
polymer conjugates have been developed.7
Importantly, the unique facet of DNA–polymer conjugates
lies in a versatile platform to create architectures of higher
complexity where DNA nanotechnology can be used to guide
polymers with high precision in the nanoscale.8 This strategy
entails the use of DNA–origami as a template, where a long
single-stranded (ss) DNA is folded by short oligonucleotides, so
called staple strands, into complex 3-D DNA origami architectures like rectangles, tubes, stars or many other architectures.9
As each grid position on DNA–origami can be independently
functionalized, radical initiators10 and/or photocatalysts11 have
been patterned to promote polymerization at the designated
locations. However, conducting polymerization reactions
directly on DNA–origami requires stringent conditions such
as high ionic strength buffers with divalent cations Mg2+/Ca2+,
low reaction volumes typically below 100 ml and mild reaction
conditions during polymerization. This significantly limits
both the monomer scope and polymerization technique. Additionally, it is often difficult to characterize the polymers (i.e.
molecular weights, dispersity) grafted from the DNA origami
due to its very low quantities. Herein, we circumvent these
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Fig. 1 Concept of the combination of the grafting to method for generating DNA–polymer conjugates and the surface coating of DNA–origami due to
protruding single stranded sticky sequences on the surface. The selected monomers form polymers with different features to diversify the inherent
properties of DNA–origami nano-objects. The monomers were polymerized via RAFT polymerization and then coupled to single stranded DNA via NHS–
amine conjugation chemistry under mild and ambient conditions. This versatile method generates a wide range of DNA–polymer conjugates for precise
surface patterning of DNA–origami nanostructures.

limitations by adapting the grafting to approach, where polymers are synthesized in organic solvents (Fig. 1) before binding
to DNA–origami for creating precise 3-D polymeric nanopatterns. This approach is already used in literature for the
creation of functional DNA–polymer conjugates for e.g. fluorescent polythiophenes to form patterned DNA–origami in a
high precise way.8,12
In order to position polymer chains onto DNA–origami,
staple strands corresponding to the designated positions have
to be elongated by a sticky DNA sequence. These extensions
protrude as a ssDNA from the DNA–origami surface, allowing
complementary sequences appended onto the polymer chains
to recognize.13 Hence, polymer chains with different sets of
sticky DNA sequences can self-assemble onto their corresponding sites to afford a customizable architecture. As such,
this technique grants access towards achieving precise geometric shapes that cannot be constructed via conventional
polymer synthesis methods.14,15 Three different kinds of monomer backbone (acrylates, methacrylates and acrylamides) were
selected to underline the versatility of the approach. Technically, the production of 1–1 DNA–polymer conjugates can be
performed via the grafting from or the grafting to method. In
the grafting from method, the DNA block contains an initiator
molecule and polymerization of the monomer proceeds in situ
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to form the respective DNA–polymer conjugate.16 However, the
polymerization reaction has to be performed under conditions
that accommodate the monomer, polymer and DNA components and there is a general loss of controllability and dispersity of the resultant polymers. On the contrary, the grafting to
method synthesizes the polymer independently, which also
facilitates characterization and easy scalability. After successful
synthesis, bioconjugation to the DNA strand furnishes the
target conjugate. As the polymer is synthesized prior the
bioconjugation, the polymer block can be tailored with high
flexibility even if the polymer chain is hydrophobic.17 Due to
these advantages, the grafting to method opens access to
various DNA–polymer conjugates containing homo and block
copolymers with hydrophilic and hydrophobic monomer
units.18
Dimethyl acrylamide (DMA), oligoethylene glycol acrylate
(OEGMA), N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAM), hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA) and diacetone acrylamide (DAAM) were polymerized
via reversible–addition–fragmentation chain-transfer polymerization (RAFT) to form the homo polymers and block copolymers (Fig. 2a). These monomers constitute widely used classes
in the polymer community with DMA and OEGMA promoting
aqueous solubility19 whereas NIPAM, HEA and DAAM are
common functional monomers in self-assembly systems.16,20
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Fig. 2 (a) Obtained polymers after CTA group removal, containing the NHS group for bioconjugation to DNA. (B) GPC traces of the NHS polymers P1–
P8 as measured by DMF GPC using polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) as calibration standard. (c) Schematic representation of the coupling reaction of the
generated NHS polymers with the 5 0 amino oligonucleotide using DIPEA as the auxiliary base. (D) DNA and DNA–polymer conjugation reaction solutions
analysed by 15% PAGE, stained with SYBR Gold. Complementary rhodamine DNA was used for hybridization to obtain better staining. L: DNA ladder;
DNA: used 5 0 amino oligonucleotide; CP1–CP8: coupling reaction solutions of P1–P8 with 5 0 amino oligonucleotide (StA).

As with RAFT polymerization, the control over dispersity and chain
length can be accomplished along with a wide selection of monomers and flexible end group modifications.16,21 Polymerizations of
DMA, NIPAM, HEA and DAAM were performed with 2-(dodecylthiocarbonothioylthio)-2-methylpropionic acid N-hydroxysuccinimide
ester (NHS-DDMAT) acting as the chain transfer agent (CTA) in
dioxane or DMF. Block co-polymerization consisting of hydrophobic
P(DAAM) and hydrophilic P(DMA) were synthesized to demonstrate
the robustness of the functionalization reaction and subsequent
patterning. To prevent side reactions during the subsequent bioconjugation reaction with oligonucleotides, the CTA group of the
NHS-polymers was removed post polymerization with an excess of
azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) in dioxane at 75 1C. The obtained
NHS–polymers revealed narrow molecular weight distributions
(Ð = 1.08–1.27, Table S3, ESI†) and a wide range of polymers with
different molecular weights were synthesized (9.6–48.6 kDa,
analysed by GPC (Fig. 2(b)). To perform the bioconjugation reaction
of the NHS-functionalized polymers with the 50 amino oligonucleotide (complementary sticky A (StAc; 50 -NH2-TTTTCTCT
ACCACCTACTA-30 )13 or complementary sticky E (StEc; 50 -NH2CAGTCAGTCAGTCAGTCAGT-30 )15) (Fig. 2c), the solvent has a high
impact on the conversion. The accessibility of the reactive
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functionalities drives the reaction efficiency and therefore requires
a good solvent that prevents aggregation of the polymer and the
oligonucleotide chains. Optimization on the solvent conditions was
performed in acetonitrile (ACN), dimethylformamide (DMF), water
and mixtures thereof using P2 as a model polymer, monitored by
native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) (Fig. S2 and S3,
ESI†). In comparison, DMF : water (3 : 1) was the best reaction
solvent to afford a conversion between 70–90% (Fig. 2d), quantified
by integrating the band intensity of the PAGE gels (Fig. S1 and Table
S2, ESI†). The PAGE revealed that the conversion depends on the
chain length of the respective polymer, which is exemplarily shown
for the DMA polymers (P1–P3) with increasing intensity of the
unreacted 50 amino oligonucleotide. Comparing across polymer
families, P(NIPAM-b-DMA) (P6) showed higher conversions than
P(DMA) (P2–P3) and even the functionalization of P(OEGMA) (P4)
proceeds well despite its brush like structure. Importantly, the
reaction conditions were also robust for amphiphilic type block
copolymer P(DAAM-b-DMA) P8, with an estimated conversion of
B90%.
Next, the DNA–polymer conjugates were patterned onto the
surface of DNA origami nanotubes. First, the DNA–DMA conjugates of three different polymer chain length (P1: 9.6 kDa; P2:
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Fig. 3 (a) Schematic representation of the DNA–origami coating with DNA–polymer conjugates by hybridization at 37 1C. (b) Height changes of the
DNA origami surface obtained via AFM, where the respective uncoated and the coated sections on the origami nanostructures were measured to obtain
the height difference (n = 10 times for each coating). Heights from Fig. S5–S8 and Tables S4–S7. (c) Uncoated DNA–origami imaged by AFM. Scale bar =
80 nm. (d) DNA–origami coated with CP3 imaged by AFM. Scale bar = 80 nm. (e) Monitoring of the coated and uncoated DNA–origami tube and
rectangle containing StA by 1% agarose gel, stained with SYBR Gold; L: DNA ladder; O4: uncoated DNA–origami; O5: coated DNA–origami with CP3; O6:
uncoated DNA–origami; O7: coated DNA–origami with CP2. (f–i) Respective DNA–origami architectures uncoated and coated with the respective DNA–
polymer conjugate; tube: CP3; rectangle: CP2. Scale bar = 120 nm.

22.1 kDa; P3: 48.6 kDa), were purified via spin filtration to
remove unreacted amino oligonucleotides. Subsequently, the
conjugates were hybridized to the DNA–origami tube containing patterned StA sequences (Fig. 3a). The attachment was
performed in origami buffer (1 mM Na2EDTA, 5 mM NaCl,
5 mM Tris, 12 mM MgCl2 pH 8) at 37 1C for 1 h. The resulting
architectures (O1, O2, O3) were monitored via atomic force
microscopy (AFM) to determine the height profile of the DMA
coated DNA–origami against uncoated DNA–origami (O0)
(Fig. 3b). The increase in height as a function of polymer weight
demonstrated successful hybridization of the polymer chains
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and showed a nonlinear dependence between polymer length
and height change. The trend is expected due to the increase in
chain collapse as the molecular weight of the polymer chains
increases. As such, the z-axis contribution per monomer is
weighted less as the polymer grows larger. The attachment of
the polymers was independently characterized using agarose
gel, with shifts in molecular weight to charge ratios corresponding to the size of the polymers used (Fig. S4, ESI†).
To show the flexibility to accommodate patterns of varying
shapes and of diﬀerent origami templates, a DNA–origami tube
containing four StA rings (O4) and a DNA–origami tile with two
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Fig. 4 (a) Uncoated DNA–origami (O8) monitored via AFM. Scale bar =
100 nm (b) DNA–origami (O9) with StEc-P7 monitored via AFM.
Scale bar = 100 nm (c) DNA–origami (O10) coated with StEc-P7 and CP2.
Scale bar = 100 nm (d) Coated and uncoated DNA–origami monitored
with 1% agarose gel, stained with SYBR Gold. O8 is uncoated, O9 is coated
with StEc-P7 and O10 is coated with CP2 and StEc-P7. (e) AFM topographic
images reveal a significant increase in height of the respective coating
area.

Communication
underlining the specificity of the hybridization reaction. The
influence of the attached polymers in terms of molecular
weight and charge change of the DNA–origami were determined by agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 4d). With both
StEc-P7 and CP2 present, the designated two-ring structure
was formed.
Collectively, we showed that the grafting to strategy present
several advantages over the grafting from strategy. First, the
polymers can be fully characterized prior to patterning. This
allows us to attribute material characteristics to each polymer
scaﬀold and composition. In addition, the methodology is
more modular, where polymer combinations one origami can
be easily achieved. Furthermore, the grafting to strategy showed
better sustainability and cost eﬀectiveness evaluated by Eco
Scale,22 a green metric factor (see ESI†).
In conclusion, we have introduced a robust grafting to
procedure under ambient conditions with high conversions to
achieve various DNA–polymer conjugates containing homo and
block copolymers. These DNA–polymer conjugates from widely
used polymer families (methacrylates acrylates and acrylamides) show conserved DNA-based recognition properties to
their complementary sequences. The hybridization process was
also not affected by the steric demand of the polymer chain,
which was demonstrated by varying the molecular weight from
B10 kDa to 50 kDa. The attachment of the polymers to the
DNA–origami was demonstrated on both tube and tile origamis. Different polymer chains, each equipped with a unique set
of sticky sequences, can be attached onto each origami nanoobject in a convenient manner also applicable for non-polymer
chemists. With the rising importance of precisely engineered
interfaces in nanotechnology and biomedicine, hybrid DNA–
polymer conjugates remain one of the most accessible strategies to achieve coatings with nanoscale precision.
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